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BIOGRAPHY

Wesley is a litigation Associate who specialises in advising on and resolving complex and high value direct and

indirect tax disputes as well as excise tax disputes. He has experience in the full life cycle of tax matters and advises

on corporate tax risk and compliance issues. He also has transactional tax and related corporate law experience.

His South African dispute resolution experience includes work in all of South Africa’s higher courts and in the Kingdom

of Eswatini.

He has completed B.Com (Law), LLB and LLM (Mercantile Law) degrees at the University of Pretoria, South Africa - all

with distinction.

CIVIC INVOLVEMENT & HONORS

▪ Wesley was awarded the Juta Law Prize for being the best student in the degree LLM (coursework) completed in

two years

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Legal Practitioner registered with the Legal Practice Council in South Africa

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
tel:%2B44%20(0)%2020%203400%203013
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Aug 12, 2022

An update on relying on oral evidence from abroad in the UK Tax Tribunal

In this blog, we consider the First-tier Tribunal (Tax Chamber)’s recent update to its guidance for parties wishing to rely on evidence

given by a witness from outside the UK.

Insights

Aug 08, 2022

BCLP Lawyers Author Article in ‘Tax Journal’

SPOKEN LANGUAGES

Afrikaans

ADMISSIONS

South Africa

Tax Advice & Controversy

EXPERIENCE

Recent examples of Wesley's work include advising:

▪ Various corporates on simulation, anti-avoidance and similar disputes.

▪ Multinational groups on customs and excise disputes. 

▪ A multinational logistics and fulfilment business operator on a customs investigation and related customs

issues.

▪ Various corporates on transactional VAT issues.

RESOURCES

PUBLICATIONS

Wesley is often approached for comment on tax by the industry and has also authored and co-authored a number of

articles in numerous South African publications such as News24, Business Day, The Citizen and MoneyWeb.

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS


